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(2) habitability (3) tutorial capability and (4) the ability to exist with
ambiguity. The notion of semantic grammar'is presented fs a paradigm for
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efficient parsing. VI edition, semantic grammar aids the habitability ,

.by providing insights into a4useful class of dialogue constructs, and
permits efficient harping of such phenomena as pronominalizations and
ellipses. The.need for a better formalism for expressing semantic grammars
is met by the use of Augmented Transition Networks (ATN). The ability of the
ATN-expressed semantic graimar to satisfy th*bove.stated requi;ements is
demonstrated in the natural language front-end for the SOPHIE system.
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Intelligent CAI:
An Author Aid for 'a Natural Language Interface

Richard R. Burton' and John Seely Brown
Bolt Beranek and Wewman Inc.

4 Cambridge, Massachusetts
.4

SECTION.
. .

Thisois a, period of dramatic advanced in computer technology i which
f ('should change the way computers are-employed in instruction. . Technological

. . -,
advances will decreasi the cost of computer hardware to the extent that. .

each student' will have available C)Q m p ut'a t i o na 1 ;esou'roes which are
currently restricted to a few 'elite users. Traditional computes- assisted.
instruetion (CAI) paradigms were developed under the 'assumption that

ft

computational power is. a scarce resource,' and Oeseparadigms are, for the
most part, incapable f exploiting the latest technological advances. To

. -

effectively use tit e increased -camputatio-nal pow require's, a re-evaluation
of the role of, the computer in Instructional paradigms, and, ln turn, a

f-e-evaluation or the authoring aids needed to .facilitate`` efficient
development\ in this medium. ,

The type of instructional system irich we see emerging,. have specific
knowledge and problem-solving expertise which is used to. aid :the student.
First, as a source of information, ttean.answer hi\At ''questions, evaluate
his theories and critique solut {on paths.. Second, at a tutorial'
meehanisl!, it can form models of /both the student's state of knowledge and-

,
his reasoning strategies. These structural model.C, arg used bOth to
identify his fundamental misconceptions and to-determine when and hciw to
provide remediation, heuriitic recommendations (fthints).; or further

1Stinstrut!tion.
In general, we are not focusing on techniques- for. , teaching factual,

- ,textbook. knowledge.. CAI' systems which do not ,use their knowledge they
contain (as a textbook, does not use the knowledge it contains) ian
competently handle this 'task and are inherently cheaper for it. Instead,
we are focusing on techniques. for teaching proa.edural kaillectg,e and,
reapning strategies which are learned when the student must- use his

0

,
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T oTactual knowledge in hands-on laboratory r problem-solving tasks.* While

the student is - getting a c'hihcle .to exercise his knowledge, the
!

"intelligent" instructional systems which we are considering here attempt
. .

to mimic the capabilities of A laboratory instructors. The system works on
.

et .

a one-to-one basis with a student, carefully diagnosing what .the student

know how (he or. she reasons; and what kinds of deficienciesexist ih his
- ..

or.hec ability to a ply factual knowledge, The system then uses this

Iitsknowled e of the student together with s knowledfe of pedagogy
. . -

.

to determime fidw best' to advance the student's learnins.
/

ow

V
While we are still a long way from attaining this- goal, we. have

, .. .
,

i deveboped an
.

organizatiom for intelligent instructional systems, (described
1

in Brown (197711,. which appears fiuitful. Our methodology for'eveloping

this lorganzat4on (and the theory underlying-it). bas been to'explore parts

of the overall" organization in ''paradigmatic" systems. A paradigmatic
.

system is an easily modified aprototype system 'constructed over carefully

chosen domain of knowledge. This allows experiii.ntation with
.,

,

some aspect of the'overall system by simplifying other aspects. We have-
\

developed 'systems far such 'domains. as electronic troubleshooting' -- §OHI E

(Brown', Burton And eell 1975j. Brown, Rubinstein and Burton '1976), .

-.-

arithmetiq drill and Practice -- WEST (Burton and Brown 1976, 19783;

elementary algebra [Brown, 'et al. .1975);---guilt -procedural skills in
; ..

arithmetic -- BUGGY Nrown"%and. Burton 19 a). In-ddition, systems .of
lo 4

similotpirit are being developed b' Gold to n CCarr and Goldstein 1977).
0

One of the major ztuabling blocks for a4 intelligent instructional

system is the lack of a natural means. of, communication between the student
. . _.

and the comPutex. This chapter addresses the problems of using natural ..-.'

language (English as the communication language for . advanced_

compute based instructional systems> T,he instructional environment,places

require ents on a. nt.t ral langua0 understanding system that exceed the

capabil ties &f all existing systems. These requirements dnClude: (1)

efficiency' (2) habitability (3):tutorial capability and (4) the ability to

exist with ambriguity. However, there are major leverage points within tht
.

instructional environment that allowthesv requirements toe jn_the-

JPnext section. we' will elaborate thesel,equirements.

1, S

.4..
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REOtIpEdENTS . .
.:

A primary requirement -for a natural language proce.ssor., in an V
iostructiondl sieuayfon, is) efficiency. Imagine theefollowing.setting:

the student is' at a 'terminal actively working. on a.problem. He/She decides
.

.

that hetehe.needs another piece oP information to advance his /her. solution,
4

so he /she formulates' a' query. Once We/she. has finished typing his/her
. . . ..1' question, .he/stlewill wait for

.

the systet to give him/her an answer r before

he/she continiles..mking on his/her solution. .During the time'it takes'the
.\..... ,

. . .

system, to understand .his/her query and generate an answer, the student is

apt to forget per.tine2t. irtforuat,ion and lOseinterest) PsychOlogical
...

, .
.

experiments have shown that response delays longer than, two seconds have

serious effects on the performance of complec'taskS via terminals (Miller`

68).. In thest.two seconds, the system must understand the query; dqduCe,

fnferio lookup or calculate the .answer; and generate a
,

response. Another.
. ..

adverse effect of poor response time is that more o the student's
r* t .searching for the answer, id done internallylite. without using the

.4

system). This decreases the amount
.

of information the tutoring system-
.

receivesand increa ses the amount of induction that must be performed,'
mak4.g the problem of figuring out That thi studnt is doing much harder

(e.g. the .student won't "show his work" when solving a probpiil; he will

just pr'esent th@Panswer).

The second 'requirement for' a natural langdage processor is

hatitabliitv: Any natural language syst.em written in the foreseeable

future is not going to be able to understand all of natural language. What

a, g ood natural language interface lust do is characterize and understand a

usable sulaoset of the language. Watt (1968 p. 3)8) defin'es a !habitable"

sub-lapguage'as "one-in which its users can exprelo themselves with hut

str:Oins over the language poundaries inpo un'allowed sentences ". V ry

intuitively, for a system to 15e habitable it? must,' among other thing

allow the user to make local or m itnor modificat.ion's to an accepted sentence

and get another accepted sentence.. Exactly how much madificatiOn

constitutes a(mAnor.criange has never been specified. Some examples may

provide more insight into this notion.
.- 9e'
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(1) Is-anything wrong?
(2) Is there anything wrong?
(37 Is there something wrong?
VI)iIs there anything wrong with section 3?
5) Does it look to you like section 3 could have a,k problem?

If. a natural language processor' accepts sentence J,'it should also accep

the modifilations given in sentence 2.and 3. Sentence 4 presents a min Jr

syntactic extension which may have major reperculoions in the semantics but

whicb should also be avepted. Sentence 5 is an example of a po*sible

paraphrase.' of sentence 4 which is beyond the intended notion of

habitability. Based bn the acceptance of sentences 1-4, the user has no,

re&son to expect that sentence 5 will.beohandled. s

-.A...4

Any sub-language which does not maintain a high degre of habitibility

is' apt t be worse tha:n no-natural language capability all. Because, in

addition to the pRoblem he/the is seeking information bout, the student is

fa ed, sporadiCally,. with the problem of getting the sisteM to understand

h s/her query This second problem an be di§astro rs both ,because Yt
occurs seemingrygat random and becauV se it is ill -deft d. ..

,

.
In an' informal experiment to test the habitablli yof a system, ' tie

of
2

. authors. asked a groul,
k_

01 four students to write, -down as many ways as

possible orasking a particular question. The original idea wta 0 .

determine how "many of the various paraphrasing-would be accepte,d by the
4

.

prototype systemA we sere testing. v'Thestudentr each came up. with one

phrasing very quickly but had tremendous diff*ulty thinkrilg of any others,

even thqugh'
4
three of the first phrasings were different! This experien e

''

' demonstrates the lack df. student's ability to cdo "linguistic" *proble
. . , .

solving and points out, the kmportance of acceptlihg the student firs

phrasing. .. % / ,
. ..,

An eqii# ly important aspect" of the "ohabitabilit11, problem .is
.

. v +
mufti-entence (or dialogue) phenomena. When students use,a system that

.

exhibits "intelfigence" through its inference capabilletioe, they quitkly'
& ,

. .

.
start -to assume that 'the system must also 6e intelligek in its

conversational abilities well For example, they will treqtiontli delete

palkq of their statements which they feel are obvious, given the context of

the prefedinft statements,. Often they 'are totally unaware of such, deletions

and show surprise and/or anger when Ihe'systei fails to utilize contextual

4 41.
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information as clearly as they (subconsciously) do. The use or cn$,ext

manifests it;Vlf in the use of such linguistic phenomena as

pronominalizations, anaphoric deletions andk ellipses. Thejollowi4ng

sequence of questions'exei411Ties\these problems:

6 What is the pppplation of Los Angeles? /
A

. 7. What is it for San Francisco? / .

% 8 What 'about San Diego?

.Te third requirement for a natural language processor is that if be

self- tutoring (i.e., that it should, teach 'the student' about its

capabilities) As the student uses the system:he should begin to fee.r the
e -

4:._-..range an limitations of the sub-language. When the student uses 1

sentence that.the system can't understand, 'he should receive feedback that

will enable him.to determine'why it can't. There are at least two kinds of

. feedback. \The simplest (and most often seen) merely :provides some

indication of whit parts of the sentence caused the problem (e.g. unknown
0

"'word or phrase). A' more useful kind of feedback goes onto provide a
.

. ....-

response based on those parts of the sentence that did make sense and then

indicate (or give examples of possibly related, acceptable sentences. ;t.

may even be advantageous to 4aVe the system recognize. common unacceptable
.1,1

searnces and in response Co them; explain why .they are not.in £he
. .

sub-language. (See 3ection 5--for .further discussjon of 'this point.)

The'fourth req4irement fo)r a natural language system is that" it be
. . .

aware f.ambiguitt. Natural language gains a good deal:of flexibility and

power b not forcing every meaning ,ihVo a 1different surface structure.

This means that ' the brogrlm that interprets natural language sentences

. must be aware that more than one interpretation is'possible. For example, .

.
. ,..,

,

when asked:
. . '"

(9) Was Jahn believed to have been shot by Fred? ,

.

,

. . . - ..

one of the most pot6ntially disastrous,responses is "Yes". the, user may .

not be sure whether Fred 04,d the shdoting or the believing or both. More

. likely,., the user, being unaware of any ambiguity, assumes an interpretatiOn'
4..."."''''. \

f that may be different than the system's. If.the system's interpretation is'
0 , .

%

different, the user thinks he has received the -anbwer to his qudry when in
. ,

fact he hasreceived thean'swer to a completely independent query.
...

is

°

11.

r .

...mallow
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.

'Eitherof the following is a much better response:
. 4.

(10) Yes, 'it is believ'ed tiAt Fred phot John.
. (11) Yes, Fred believesethabfJohn was shot.,

.

The system need not necessarily have tremendous disambiguation skills, but ,

1 .

, it ,must be aware that mis-interpp,etaiions are possible and inform the.u0k

of its interpretation. In those cases where the system makes a mistake the
.

results may be aploying but should not be catastr,ophic.
4/

This chapter presents the development of a technique that we have

/ named "semantic grammars" foe.). building natural language prboessors that

satisfy the above requirements. Section 2 presents a., dialogue . from the-
,

"intellIge " CAI systeM SOPHIE, that we used to refine and demonstrate. ,

this technicole. This di,aqogue provides concrete examples of the,. kinAs of .

linguistic 6 pabilitipsy that can be achieved using semantic grammars.
. -

Section 3 deser pes-semantic grammar as it first evolved 19 .SOPHIE, and_

points out how it allows semantic information tp be used 40 handle' dialogue
. ._

constructs, and to allow .the. direceed. ignoring of words in the input.

Section 4 discusses the limitations that were encountered-in the evd ution
...-

of semantic grammars in SOPHIE- aa the range of sentences was increased an0
, . .

.how these might' be overcdhe by using a diffe'rent formAlism -- augmeht
....- , . .:

transition networks (ATN). Section 4 allio reports on the conversion :of he t.
i .

.

/
SOPHIE semantic grammar to an ATN,'and the extensions to the ATN TormIlism :

. ,.
. .

which were necessary to maintain*fhe solutions resented in Section 3.
. r

Section 4 also incivies comparison timings between the two verSions of the'
/

natural language processor- Section 5 describes experieda-s we have had '
. .

with SOPHIE, and presents techniques. developed to handle problems in tWe

area of non-understood sentences, Section 6. suggests dire-ctions for future'

work. -/

a

4
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Before delving into to structural aspects and technlOal details of
1

the semantic grammar technique, we .would first like to provide a concrete

example Of the dialogues it has supported. This section 'presents an

annotated dialogue of .a student using the "Intellfkent" CAI _system
, . -$

SOPHIE.1) SOPHIE was developed 'to explore the use of artificial

intelligence -techniques in providing tutorial feedback to student:eengaged

in re.b6.em solving act.ivities. %The particular proble6 solving activity
4-

that SOPHIE is concerned with is the toubleshootingwof a malfunctioning
-

piece of electronic equipment. SOPHfEmodels the piece V e'quipment and

answers' the student's. requests for measurements miand: her information to

. aid him kti debugging the equipment.' More immrt4ntc thqg ghout the problem

solving session, SOPHIE can-eValuate the*logical..consistency of a studentvs

hypothesis.or: generate hypotheses which are consistent with the 5ehavior

'tithe itudent,has thus -tar- obsgryed.(2) . In the dialague, the student's

typing -is guaderkined. Even though the dialogue deals.with electronic

jargon, likguistic Issues It exemplifies occur in all Comaids. The
.

annOtations. (lower case, indented) attempt to point out these prOblems and
,

ehOqld be understandable .to non - electronics oriented reader.

'WELCOME TO SOPHIE - A SIMULATED RLECTRONICS-LABORATOR.- =

The ciTcuit (Pigure 2.1) is based...aptheHeathkit4i45-28 Power supply..

C+
The IP-28 is a relsonably sophisticated po'wer supply with both curremt
limiting and vintage limiting behavior. These two interrelated
feedback loops m'ake troubleshooting this circuit non-trivial

>>INSERT A LT.'

The stude tells,SOPHIE to make one of the components in the circuit .

bad so ha e can troubleshoot- it. SOPHIE randomly selects a fault,
inserts it into a model of the,, ins and t.ells' the' student how
the front panel controls dare,presentiy set. -

. r . . % 0
THE INSTRUMENT HAS A.FAULT AND ITS PRESENT CONTROL SETTINGS ARE: .

CC .0 . CURRENT CONTROL- -FROM 0.0 (MIN CURRENT) TO 1.0
CR ,HIGH CURRENT RANGE SWITCH,HIGH=1 AMP; LOW=-.1 AMP
LOAD' 1000 . LOAD RESISTANCE IN OWNS
VC 1..0 VOLTAGE CONTROL-FROM 0.0 (MIN VOLTAGE) TO .0
VR . RIGA VOLTAGE RANGE SWITCH, HIGH =3.0, LOW; VOLTS

.

"

(1) The dialogue is Inteliddd to demonstrate SOPHIE's --TrngITTFUF
capabilities and while it touche's upon the major features of pliPHIE, it. is
not.meant.to exhibit the logical or deductive pabilit4es the .system.
(2) The reader W encouraged to see-(Brown and Burton 1975) -for urther

v. exaMpLes- and 'descriptions Of SOPHIE's -tutorial . and -Inferential
capabilities.

vat

e:

"*.
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OUTPT

AT
=>,

IS
0 UT

UTPIft

THE OUTPUT. VOLTAGE IS 1.2 VOLTS.
,-.- ..

SOPHIE corrects the student's typing mistake.
Notice that "the output" was disambiguated as, the output voltage..,- -

4LardliegingURE WHWER A VALUE IS CORRECT, .YOU CAN A K "IS THAT
.

InresWe1"88WCOugeh qgigEeignetiVts strPLATIn ot otherwise be
instrument.

.

>>IS THAT,RIGHT.
IN A WORKING CIRCUIT THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS 30.1 VOLTS.
THAT VALUE IS INCORRECT.:,

SOPHIE permits reference to previous objects in the dialogue. Here,.
tiThit" refer.s to the value of the previous measurement. 4

>>WHAT_IS THE VOLUZE BETWEEN THE CURRENT LIMITING VIANSISTOR
...AND THE CONST NT LUNEN GUBCE7

THE VOLTAGE AT NC S.2.46 VOLTS.
.

. .

This is an example of some of the,complexities that arise in even
limited .domains. Although the syntax of the sentence is "voltage
between x and y",., it really means nvoltage.at z with respect to
groolnd" where z is the point bertkieen x and Ye The output routines
rephrase thv,input in a simpler form (i.e., between x and y reduces to
N4) so that the user know the system's interpretation and has an
easier way of referring to that ,location:

>>, IS T THERE 'iD T E
TH '0LT B TWEEN ' AN' ' I .2d V

. . .
.

Here "it" refers to the voltage" and "there" reeersitd N.
Also notice tAt-rbetween" has to be'treated.differAntly,
i.e..two nodes'are explicit- now.

. .

>>IS THERE ANY RIPPLE, IN THE VINTAGE AT HE ASE OF Q4?"
I'ffTUKITYT71 DO NOT HANDLE AC CHARACTERISTICS.

SOPHIE to4e
.

cognizes that the student ;3. moving into an are that 'it. is
unable to handle. This iscurrently done by keyword recognition (eg.
ViPple) but' points' out a technique that should be incorporated in
other aspects of the system as well.

>> AT IS THE BASE CURRENT QF
THE BASE CURRENT OF Q3 IS 12 MICROAMPS. .

The folawing collection of sentences demonstrates the conciseness and
._ :

. flexibility, of the dialogue mechanism. After introducing a context in
a complete sentence, the student can easily and naturally ask related
questions.

>>THRU.THE EMITTER? 0 ,

THE EMITTER CURRENT OF Q1 IS -.26 MILLIAMPS. Ay.

This tyPe'of,-sentence fraime nt, which we will refer to as an ellipsis,
occurs- frequently in ,01 alogues. Ra4her than specifying a complete
thought, an ellipsis only gives that piece of 'the thought which
contrasts ad earlier thought. Notice that the referent cannot be
determinq on syntactic grounds (as is possible with the ellipsis the
emitter.ourrent"); yet this is the sort of statement a student 'might
make if the last answer had caused a slight shifting of his thinking.

THE EMITTER .CURRENT OF Q4 IS -.26 MILLIAMPS.

.

8
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'In this case, the student is 'changing his attentien 'to- a di erent
'transistor. There is ambiguity as to wheje he 'wanted t e base
ovrrent, the emltter,current' or both. SOPHIE 41,cks the most recent
one and gives its interpretation as a complete ,sntence.

>>IF C2 WERE LEAKY. WHIT WOULD THE_VOLTAGE ACROSS IT RE?

As this sentence shows, the referent to' "it" canjoccur earlierlln the
same sentence.

IS IT OKAY IF I USE 10000 FOR THE LEAKAGE RESISTANCE OF C2?
.> ITEEI/ A

UNDER THE PRESENT SETTINGS,'THE VOLTAGE ACROSS C2 WO4D BE e6.3 VOLTS.
IF LEAKAGE RESISTANCE OF C2 WERE' 10000

IN A -WORKING .CIRCUIT IT IS 8.9 VOLTS.

>>IF q6 HAS AI OREN EMITTER AND A SHORTED BAE COLLECTOR JUNCTION
AT HAPPENS TO THE VOLTAGE BETWEEN ITS BASE AND THE_JUNCTXON OF

.THE VOLTGE.LIMSTING SECTION AND THE_VQLTAGE REFERENCE SOURCE?
BAE iY BASE
VOLTGE =>.VOLTAGE

.
.

Several ..examples of the use of conjunction.
.

Imagine the student's
, . frustration if he is forced to type this query .over because of,.

,spelling mistakes_ .

UNDER, THE SETTINGS: .

CC=.9, CR=LOW,LOAD=10, VC=1.0, VR=60W.
THE VOLTAGE,BETWEEN N5 AND t13 WOULD BE 8.94 VOLTS.
IN A WORKING CIRCUIT- IT IS 9%57 VOLTS.

>>WHAT XS THE CURRENT THRU THE CC -WHEN THE VC IS SET TO .0?
WITH THE 'VOLTAGE CONTROL NOW SET AT 1.0
.THE CURRENT.THEU THE CURRENT CONTROL IS 30 MILLIAMPS.

CC and VC are tpbreviations. Thec6ntrols are also "parts" that can
be used in mea urements.

r

.WI 1, I, .1 Ism AT .8
THE CURRENT THRV THE CURRENT CONTROL IS 24 MILLIAMPS.

,

Were the system must correctly instantiat%_two occurrences of "it".
The referent to the second "it" could be either GC or VC since these
are both controls. ,

, /
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Section`'

INTRODUCTIOB

In Section 1 we described' the requirements for a natural la9guage"

proceSsor in a learning environment. Briefly,_ they: are efficiency and

friendliness over the class .of%Aentences that arisd in 'AV dialogue

situwtion. The major leverage points we have_ that allow 'us to satisfy

these requirements are (1) limited domain, (2) limited activities within

that domain, and (.3) known conceptualizations of the domain. t In other.
words, we know the problem area, the type of problem the student is tryilig

to solve, andA:be way he/she should be 'thinking 'about the problem' 3'n order .

to solve it, What we are th n fac.edc
.

with-is taking advantage ,of these

-constraints .in order to.provide '°effective communicAtion chenel: .

r .
t .

.

Notice that all of these-constraints relate torconceAts underlying the -

-... . I .:,1.
..

,...-

studAnt'sractivities. In SOPHIE, the concepts include -v4tagel current,
. , ..-

.. .
parts, transistors, terminals, faults, .partleular parts, hypotheses-

.

controls, settings of Controls, and so on. The 'depeireg_ relationships

concepts include things such 'as4.:, voltage con be measured at
.

terminals, parts can be faulted, ronerols can be set, etc. The student, in

formu irg a query or statement, iA requesting information ,or statihs,,a
, .

bel'ef .about one ot these,relati(Imships (e.g. "What "is the voltage at th e
. .

col ector of transistor Q5" Or "1 think resistor R9 is oPen".)
.

, It occurred to A that the best way ea. Characterize. the statements .

used for this task was in terms, of the concepts themselves as opposed to

'the traditional synractic struct =ures. language can be deseL.tbed. bi a

. set of grammar rules that,eharacterize, for each coneept'or relationship,-

all of the ways of expressing it in terms of other .Constituent concepts.

For example, the, concept of a measurement requires a quantity to be

measured and something against which to measure it. "A measurement ie

typically expressed by riving the quantity fo'llowed by a Orepositi3On,

forlowed'by the thing that'speciiies where to measure (e.g, "voltage

across capacitor C2", "current thru divide Dl". These phra sings are

captured in the grammar rule: (Thid4 is not actually' a rule from the,

grammarbut is merely-intended.te be suggestve.) .

.

(MEASUREMENT> := <MEASUR4BLE/QUANTITY> (155.EP> (PART>

11:1

.
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I, The...conCept of* measurement tan, in turn, be use:10 as part of other

concepts, e.g. to gerluest a measurement "What is the voltage across

capacitor 'C2?"; or, to check a measurement. "Is_ the current: thru diyide D1

correct?". WI 'call this type of grammar a "semantic grammar" because the
--ft

relation'ships it tries.tq charaCterile.are semantic /conceptual as well as
. w .

syntactic.

Semantic grammars have two advantages over traditional syntactic
1 .. .4.

usedgrammars. "They allow semantic constraints to be to make predictions

during theparsing process, and they provide a useful characterization of
. .

('those sentences that the system should try to,handle. The predictive

t ftiaspect'i
.

four
...

s important reasons: (1) It reduces the nuteber of
.1,.

' alternatives 'that, must be checked at a given time; (2) it reduces the

ill) i permits the parser to skip.words at

amount of syntactic TkgrammatipalT ?mrecognition,g;ty; 11.it allows recortion of

. ellipsed or deleted phrases; and

controlled places in the input (i.e. it enables a reasonable specification

of control). These ioin6will be discussed in detail in a later section.
. . -. .

Te, characterization aspect is' important for two reasons: (1.1.It.

provi es a .handle on the problei'of constructing a habitable ..)sub-language

1The, ystem knows haw to deal' with a. particular set of tasks, over A
...

particular set of objects. The sub-language can be partitioned.by tasks to
4"

accept all straightforpard ways of expressing those. task4, but does not

bend to worry about others; (2) it allows at- reduction in the number of

'..--s-entences that murp...4s accepted by the linguage while still maintaining

habitabilib.. There may be syntactic constructs that are used freqUently

with one concept (task), but seldom With apother. For exampin, relative

clauses may be useful in explaining the reasons for performing an

experimental test 'but-are. an awkwSrd(though possibleS way of requesting a

measurement. By separating the-processing along -/semantic grounds, one may

gain efficiency by, hot having to accept the awkward pfrasing.

REPRESENTATION OF ''MEANING.

Since. natural language commnnication is the transmission of concepts

via phrases r the, "meaning" of a phrase tis its correspondeA#the
conceptl space. The entities in SOPHIE's conceptual space are obj'hst

relattonships between objects, and procedures for dealing with objects.

1-4
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The meaning of a phrase can be a simple data object (e.g.,"cur ent limiting,,_
. . 4

transistor") or a complex data object (e.g. "C5 open", "V Cage at node"

1")% ! The 'meaning of a qUestion is a call to a procedure that knggs tiow to

determine the answer. The meaning of a command is aeall to a 'procedure

that performi.the specified action. (Declarative statements are treated as

requests because'theiPragmatics of the situation imply that the student is

asking for verification of hig statement. For example, "I think 'C2 is

shorted" is taken to Oa arequest to have the hypothesis "C2 is shortek"

critiqued.) For example, the proceural specialist DOFAULT knows how td

fault the cif cuit and is used'td represent the,meanin' of commands to fault

the circuit (e.g. "Open R9",, "Suppose C2 short and R9'op.ens"). The

argument that DOFAULT needs in order to perfo'rm its, task is an instance of

the concept of faultithat,specifies Ole particular changes to be made,
, c

e.g. "R9 being open". These same concepts of particular raults also serve.

argumnts to two other specialists t HY11TEST which determines the

consistency of a fault with respect to the present ontekt, e.g. "Could R9

be open"i land SgEFAULT which checks the actual status of the circuit, e:g.

"Is R9 op14?".

RESULT OF ZEE PARSIRQ

Basing the grammar on conceptdal entities allows the semantic.

interpretation (the determination of the concept underlying a. phrase) to

proceed in parallel with, tAta., parsing. Singe each of.the non - terminal '.

-categories in the gramman is based on a semantic unit, each grammar rule

can ,specify thee semantic desCription\cf a phrase 'that it recognizes in "mob

the Same/ way that a syntactic 'grammes specifies,a syntaCtic desci-iptiOn.

The construction portion-of the rules is procedural. Each rule has the

freedom to decide how, the semantic- desCriptions, returned by the

caeatituent items -of that rule, are, to be Iva toeet$her to form the correct

"meaning".,

For example, the 'meaning,of the phrase "Q5" is the data base object

NI!Q5: The meaning of thesphr the collector of (15". is (COLLECTOR 95)

where 'COLLECTOR is a fumeti n, that returns the.database ieem that is the

collector of the given transistor. (3) .

.
1

(3) The language LISP trill be used in examples. In LISP, a function call

- 12 -



The rule for <MEASUREMENT> expressesall of the ways that the student

can.give a measurable quantity and also supply its 'requiredlarguments. The

structure which results frd% <MEASUREMENT>. is a function call to the

IL function MEASURE which supplies thej quantity being measured and other

arguments specifying where to measure it. Thus the meaning of the phrase

"the voltage at the collector ofQ5* is (MEASURE VOLTAGE (COLLECTOR Q5))
.

which was generated frdm the control structure:

-
....

measuremeapors -,_.
.

.c.

measdivant' mode.

A,oltage t e jminal

VA .+ L

terminal/type part
,

'collector Q5

They grammar rule for <MEASUREMENT> also accepts "meeningliss" phrases

kuch. as "the power dissipation of Node 4." In addition., it accepts some

meaningful- phrases such as "the %resIliptance between Node 3 and Node 14"

which SOPHIE does not calculate: This results from generalizing together

concepts which' are not treated identically in the surface s'tructure. In

this case, voltage, current, resistance and power dissipation were

generalized to 'the concept of a keaurable quantity. 'The. advantage of

Allowing the grammar to accept more statements and having the

`---4-argument-checking done by the procedural specialists is that thesemantic

routines provide the feedback as to why a sentence cannot be interpreted or

4

is expressed in Cambridge-Polish rotation: as a.parent#esized list of the
function name followed by its arguments.

s
- 13 -
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"undarstood". It also keeps the grammar from being elute with special
.

. rules for iblockin meaningless phrases. Carried to the limit, the

4 °,.generalizatibn strategy woyild return the grammar to being "syntac

bjt " phrases " }.' trick is leave

c again

(e.g. all data objects are noun prases.' The rc
.

.

semantics in the grammar when it is beneficial -- to stop extraneous

parstngs early, or tighten the range,of a referent for an elliptis. or. '

deletion. This is obviously a task-specific trade-off. (116brow and Brohin

(1975) describe an interesting paiadigm "Trbm which to consider this
,.. . . .

'i:trade-off.)' . .. . .

The relationship between a phrase and its meaning is usually

straightforward. However, it is not limited"to simple,embedding. 'Consider

the phrases "the base emitter of Q5 shorted"and."thebase of Q5 shorted to

the emitter",..3rhe thing 'which is "shorted" in both of these hrasles is the

"base eihitter junction of 0.0 The rule that re8ognizes bot pf these

phrases, <PART/FAULT/SPEC>, can handle the first phrase-by invoking its

constituent concepts of <JUNCTION> (base emitter of Q5) and <FAULT/TYPE>

(shorted) and oom6ine their, results. In the second phrase, however, it

must construct the' prow junction from the Separate occurrenceof thertwa

terminals involved.
4

This discussion has-been presented as fothe 'concepts were defined A

) priort by the capabilities of the system. Actually, for the system to

-remain at all habitable', the concepts are discovered in--Ole --in'verpkay
4

between expanding the corpus of .sentences the *system can handle and adding

capabilities to the system. When a particular English construct is

difficult to handle, it,is probably an indication that the concept it, is

trying to express has not ,been ecognited properly by the system. In our
,...

example "the -base of Q5
.

is shorted to the emitter", the relationship

betwee ethe phrase and its meaning is awkward because the .pr'eslent concept

of shOeloang requires a part or a junction. The example is gettolg..at a C.--
-.A

concept of shorting, in which any.,two terminals can be -shorted together

(e.g: "the positive terminal of R9 isshOrted'to the anode of D6"). This

is a viable `conceptual 'view of "shorting",
,

its implf0vtation requires

allowing arbitrary changes in the topology of '.the which is beyond .....

A
the efficiency limitations of SOPHIE's simulator'. Thus, the system we were

,.--c-
Working with.s led us to define the ooatept in too limited a way.

- 14



4
USE OF SEMANTIC XNFORdATION'DURING AARSIPM

Predictiqft%

1

s
V

Having described the notion of a, semantic grammar, .we will now
V

describe the, ways it allows semant40 informa ion bobe used in the
understanding procesA. One use of semantic grams is to predict the

1,

possible alternatives that must be:checked 1at'a given point. Consider, for

example, the phrase "the voltage at xxe.After the word "at" is reached

in the top-down, left-to-right parse, the grammar rulJ corresponding to the
,

concept "measurement" can predict very specifically, he conceptual- nature -

of "xxx": it must be a phrase that direCtly'or Odireotly specifies a

location in the circuit: For examplel."xxx" could be lithe junctions.of the,
qP" .

current limiting,tection and the voltage reference sourCe" but cannot be "3

ohms ". . ., ,

,

Semantic grammars also have _the effect of reducing the ameun't of
-

_._

ammatical ambiguity. In the phrase the Voltage aE xxx", the

prepositional phrase "at xxx" will be associated .witil.4 the noun "voltage"

wi-t-fau$ considering any ;alternative parses that associates it someplace

14g..her in the tree.
40

Predictive informakion-is.also)4*ed to aid in the determination of

referents fore pronouns. If the above phrases were "tile voltage A it", the

grammar-would be able to restrict the class' of possible referents to

lodatsioh4. By taking . ad4antage of the 'available sentence contexts to

predict the semantic class of possible referents, the referent

-s determination process is greatly simplified. For example:

ri
cSet the voltage control to .8?

lb What is the current thru R9?
l What is it with it set to .9?

It
In (1c), the grammar is able to recognize thit the first Pit" refers to a

. ,
measurement that the student would like re -taken under slightly different

conditions.,* ' The grammar can also decide that..the second "it" refers to

either a potentiometer or tothe lo'ad resistance (i.e. one of those things

which can be set) .' The referent for the -first "it"' is the measurement

taken in-41b4N* "ttre current thru R9". he referent Cor the second "it" is

"the voltage control." which'is an'instance of a potentiometer. The context-
. _. -

mechanism that selects the feferents
.4

will be discussed later.
. -

.
x

-. .

- 15 -'
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. Simple Deletion
.

. (
.

: . j. . . .;...- 4:
a

'The semanteic grammar'is also used to rec gnize mple,deXptions. .The
. . . . .

grammar rule for ach_Conceptual entity knows t e na urelo /tht 'entity's
,

4onstituent concepts...., When a rule cannot find a constitdentvconcept it
E

Can either: r ) ,

,

a) fail (ii- the missing concept is 'p'onsidel:Sd be..obtitatoi'y in the
. surface structure repr0 esentation) or,

0:0s

b) hypothesize that a deletion has occurred And cant nue. s

.
1 4.. .-

For example', the concept of a TERMINAL has as one of ii8 ',ea/ ations the
. .

/
constituent concepts of a TERMINAL -TYPE and\.a. PART. 'Nhen its mmar .rt4e

/
finds only ,the phrase, "the,: collector", it uses this infOrmatiiOn to posit --

00 . . . , .

that a part has been deleted (i.e. TERMINAfL-TT E gets instantiated to "the
1 .

collector" but nothing gets Lastantiated.to PART). The natural' langdage
/

processor/ then, uses the lependericies betweenithe,constitAlent concepts to

determin6 that- the deleted-PART must be a TRANSISTOR. Thl,'tsiAninig" of
,

11..._

. :

this phrase is,then"the collector of some transistor"..tWh4ch transistor .-

/

. is determined when the meaning is evaluated.jin the present dialogue
1

context. In particulp, the semantic fordreturned is the functit6h PREF

and the Classes of4aYsilAA referents; in' our exaMple 'the' 'form` w ld be .

(COLLECTOR (PREF 1(TRANTOR))), The' operation of. PREF Fill ,be iscussed

latet. .A

. Ni. -

i .... "4

El -UDALL . 0 ...6
. 0 &

Another use of the semantic grammar, allows the prodessor.to recognize.. .

0 ,. .
,-:

elliptic utterances. these are-utterances that do not express complete
.

thoughts' -- a Completely si3ecified question or command -- but' only gkive

, differences between to intended thought and an earkler .one.(4) For

/ / ' I i .
0 0'

..'

I

exampls, 2b, 2c and 2d are ellipticautterance-s. . ,

ill'Ita405114e
voltageoattNodeS5?

e and No 2?

"-

../.1),

. - id What. out betmeen nodes 7 and 8? . I ,
..

. 4....
o

.. A

01 The ,standard use of the word "ellipsis"- refers to anY deletion.RathAr'
.than invent a new word, we shall use the restricted mearang here. ,

-
1

a ,

Er

A . .

t



Ellipses can begin wi.introductory phrases such as,"and" 2c or "whit

about" in2d; however this is not required as cantbe seen in 2b, Part of

the ellipsis r.ul is given -in Figure 3.1.

- Figure '3.1

Ellipses Rule

<ELLIPSIS> := (<ELLIPSIS/INTRODUCiR>1 <REQUEST/PIECE>
7 L<ELLIPSIS/INTRODUCER>J if <PART/FAULT/SPEC>

< EQUEST/PIECE> := [MEP>) <NODE> 1

.[<PREP>J <PART> I

MRIP5?)131TTra><IODE> 1

etc.

The granimar rule Identifies which concept or class of concepts are possible

from the Context available in the elliptic utterance.
k

While the parser is usually iT to determine the tended concepts

from the context available in an el4ptic'utterance, this is41Ot always the

case. Consider tie following two sequences,of 'statements.

sr
. ..

(33a1) ) What
0?

is the voltage at Node 5?
., ( 1 ....

, f'
(4a) What is th-output voltage if the load is r00?.

4,-,.. \

,.

i(4b) 10? .

-A
c, O

O
.

o .

In (3b), "10" refers to node 10, while. in (41))"lt refers to a load .of, 10.

The problem this' presents to the parser is that the concepts 'underlying
.

.

these two elliptic utterances haye nothing in cOmmoexcept their surface
. .

.

/.---"-realizations. The parser, which operates from conceptual entities, does not
,-

have
cN

a concept that includes both of these interpretations. One solution
N i

jould be to have the parser find all parses (concepts) and then choose
4, between them on the basis or context. Unfortunately, this would mein that

time is Wasted looking forore than one parse for the large percentage of

sentences in .which it isnot necessary to do so: A better solution would

be to allow structure' among the concepts, js's that the parser would
a

recognize "10" as a member of the o oncept "n ber*. Then the routines that

find 'ihe referent, would .Rnow th4.t numbers an be either node numbers of,

values.' This type of recognition could profitably be performed by a

bottom-up approach to parsing. However, is advantages over the peeosent

--scheme are not enough to justify the expense incurred by 4 bottom-up parse

to find all possible well-formed constituents. At present, the parser-
,

^

4
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,ssumes one interpretation, and a message is printed to the student

indicatint the assumed in terpretation. If it ls wrohg, the- student must

supply more context in hi., request. In fadt, "10?" is taken as load

specification and if the student meant the node he would have %.0 use "at

10", "N16" or "Node 10". Later' we will discuss the mechanism that
.

determines to which complete thought aniellipsis refers. A

USING 'CONTEXT TO' D_ETEREINE. RUERENTS1'

-Eranoftni ansi Deletions

_Once the .parser ha4, determld the existence and class (or: set .of
d

.

classes) of a pronoun or deleted object, the context mechanism is /invoked

to determine the proper referent. This mechanism has a history of student
. .

interactions during the current session which contains, for , each

the parse s(meanfng) of the student's statement' in// the
.

response calculated by the system. This list prqvides the range of

possible referents and is searched'in reverse order to find an object of

the $eopem semantic cuss (or one of the proper classes): To aid in the

search,' the Context mechanism; knows how each of the procedunalfspecialists
. .

appearing in, a parse uses' its arguments. For &temple, the specialist
, ___--4

- - MEASURE has a first argument that ti-tt be a quantity and a second argument,
-- , ,

that must be a part, a junc.tion, a section, a terminal or a .node. , Thus

when the context mechanism is looking for a refereAt that can either be a
.

,,

PART or .UNCTION, it wii.l look at 'the second Argument of a call to
.

MEASURErbut not the first. .Using the information about the specialists,

the context mechanism looks in the present parse and. then in the next most

recent parse, site . until an obAeCt from one / of the specified classes is
...

found. .

The significance of using the specialist to filter the sealch instead

of jut keeping a list of previously, mentioned objects is that it avoids

mis- interpretations due to, .object- concept ambiguity. As an example,

4

.
consider the folloWing seql.Tce frdm the sample dialogue in Section 3:

1

a
Al. rat is' alewggrnailhrwhe CC when the VC is 1.0?

.

- 18 -
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Sentence (5) will be .recognized,by the following rules from the semantic
.

grammar:

giuniT44igum!LELREmnautRgiguNG/cH!iNGE>

3 4E1i100140i; 48H4198T> iPs116411AMALUE>
5 <c9NTROL> := VC

with a resulting semantic form of:

(REETCONTROL-(STQ'VC 1.0)
(MEASURE,.CURRENT CC))

L

RESETCOTROL ids .a function whose first argument specifies a change to

one, of the controls and whose second argument Consists of a form to 14
,

evaluated in the resu,ltirig instrument context. STQ As used to change the.

setting one of the controls. The first argument to MEASURE gives the

quantity to be measur d. The second specifies where it is to be measured.

To recognize sentence (6), the application of rules $2 and $5 are changed.

There is an,alternative rule for <SIMPLE/REQUEST> that looks for. those.

anaphora that refer to j measurement. these .pitiases, such'as "it", "that

result" or "the value", are recognized ° by the

<MEASUREgtNT/PRON4UN>. The alternatl.ve to $2 that'wOuld be used to parste

(6) 'is:

<SIMPLE/REQUEST> := what
,

is'<MEASUREMENT/PRONOUN>

The semantics of <MKASUREMENT/PHIDNOUN> indicate that an entire measurement

has been deleted. The alternative to rule $5:
4

<CONTROL> -:= it
4

reboghizes "it" as an acceptable Way to.specify a control, The r suiting.

senktntic form for sentence-(6) is

iRESETCONTROL (STQ (PREF t(CONTROL)) .8)
(PREF 'thEASUREMENT))i

The function PREF searches back through the context of previous semantic

forms .to find the ubst recent mention of a member one 'of the classes. In

The above example, it wilL find the control VC but not CC because the

character imposed on the arguments of MEASURE is that of a "part" not a

"confront. The presently recognized classes for deletions are PART,

TRANSISTOR, FAULT, CONTROL, TOT, SWITCH, DIODE, MEASUREMENT. and QUANTITY.

(The members` of the' classes are derived from the semantic .network

associated' with a circuit.)

il % .
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jcfererents for. Ellipses

If the, probler; of pronogn resolution 'is looked upon as finding a

previously mentioned object for a currently spefied use, then the problem
_ ,

,

j of .ellipsis can.be thought of ws finding. a previously mentioned use fore ''a
PS

.

currently specified object. For example:
, I.

....

. ' , 4.

M.1n Q5?
Whatg 4s the base current of Q4&?

- .

14/4 . ..

The given object is "Q: and thel'earher function is "base current". ibtr,
J _

a given Oliptic phrase,Ithe.semantic grammar identifies the eNcept '(3T.
..

class of concepts) involved. In (7),. since Q5, is recognized by the.
,

no-terminal 0<TRANSISTO1 /SPEC>, the claS% would be TRANSISTOR. Tbe'coptext

mechanism theh semOches for a 'specialist in a previous parse that accepted
.

the given 'lass as an 'argument. When one is found, the-tnew phrase is

. placed in the' proper argument position and the modified parse is used 'as

the dsaWing of the ellipsis,

ams to the Context Meckenism

..

. .

The metho'd of semantic classification (to 'determine referehee) is've6r.

efficient and works well over our domain. 'It definitely doeqnOt solve all
. .

the problems of reference. Charniak (1972) has pointed out the substantial
.

g problems ',of eeference in a' donlain as seemingly' simple as children's
. ,

stories. One of his examples demonstrates how.much world knowledge may be

-1

required ,to determine a referent (197.2 p. 71.

Janet and Penny went to the store to itet presents for lack. Janet
said "I will get Jack a top" "Don't get Jack a top said Penny.'t, "He
has-a' top.. He will make you stake. it back."

44.

Charniak argues that to understand 7.to which .of the two tops *".4.t"

sefer's, requires knowing abput*presents, stores and what they will take
A #'

back, etc. Even, in domains. where it may be papsible to capture all of the

nedissary knouledge, classification may still lead to' ambiguities. ..For

example, donsider the following: ,4

V 4

(9) What is the voltage at Node 5 it the load' is 1'00?
Ire 6?

.A
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In statement (11)' the' user means Node 7. In statement (10), he has

reinforced the use of ellipsis as referring to node number. (For example,

, leaving out slietemsnt .(.10), statement (11),ismuch.mope awkward.) _On the

-other hand, if statement (11) had been
.

"1000" or if statement10) had been

"10?"., things would be more problematic. When statement (11) is'01000", we

Can infer that he.meins a loadArf 1000 liecause.ehere is no..node 1000. If

statement (10) had been "19 ? ", there would be genuine ambiguity slightly .

favoring the interpretation as a load because:-that 'was the last number

mentioned. The majoi, limitation of the current technique, whieb must be ,

,t

ovSreome in order to tackle significantly more complicated domains, is
. r#

liinabity to return more than one possible referent. It considers each one

indiviItily until it finds one which is satisfactory. The amount of work

involved in employing a technique which allows comparing t.eferents has got

been ,justified our ex'perieUce.

FUZZINESS

Having the grammar centered around semantic categories allows the

-parser to be sloppy aboAt the actual wofts kt 'inds in the statement.
......

Watling a concept in mind,,and being willing to'ig oie words.-to find it, is
. ..'

the essende of keyword parsin schemes. It is effective An those easese E

where the words that have .en skipped are eitAsr redundant, or speoiCY

gradations of
.

an idea that are mkt, distinuished by the system. For
$

.
,

example; in the sentence: "Insert a'very hard fault", "very" would be
. - .

ignore'd; this is effective because the does ri.Zt4 have any further
4 .

structure, over the class of hard fad ts. In the sentence: "What is the

voltage across resistor 1187" resistor an be 'ignored because It is implied

by "R8". (Ille first.ot these examples could be handled by making "very" a

noise word (i.e. deleting. it'from alliseotences). Resistor however is not
,

a noise word in all eases (e.g. '!What is the'current, through the 'current

sensing resistor?") and hence cannot IA deleted.

One advantage that g pilooedural encoding of the grammar (discussed

later) has Over'pattern 'matching Schemes in the implementation of fuzzkness

is its ability tb control exactly whee words' can be ignored. This

provides 'the Ability to blend patt4rn matchihg parsing of those concepts

thatar'S alienable to it with the 4structural parsing . e ufired by more

*.
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complex concepts. The amount of fuzzineps -- how mar,y, if any, words in a

roj can be ignored -- is controlled. in two ways. First, whenever a grammar

ruie is invoked, th% calling rule has,the option of limiting the number bf

words that can be skipped. Second, each rule can decide ,which Of its'

constituent pieces-0-pr words are required and how tightly amntrolled the

search for them ould be. In 10PHIE, the noimal mode of operation of the

parser' is tight in the beginning of a sentence, bUt fuzzier after it, has

made sense, out of something:

Fuzziness has two, other advantages worth mentioning briefly. It
6

reduces the size of the dictionary because all known noise words don't halre

to `be included. In tkpp/cases where the skipped words are meaphgful, the

misunderstanding 'may provide some clues to the user whiCh allow him to
. '

restate 'his query,

PREPROCESSING 4.

Before a statement is parsed, a preprocessor performs three
: .

operations. The first expands abbreviations, deletes known noise words,

And cauonicplizes similar words to a common form. The second -.is a cursory

spelling correction. The third is a reduction of compound words.

Spelling correction is attempted on any word of theinilut'string that

the system Toes not recognize. The spelling corre tion algorithm(5) takes
r

the possibly misspelled word, and'a list of cor ectly"spelled words, and

determines which, if any, of the dorrect.words.is close to thetisspelled

word (using a metric determined by number. 'of transpositions, doubled
. ..

. .
.

letters, drop ed letters, et-c.).'" During - the initial preprocessing, the

list of correct words is 'very small (applyximately a dozen) and is limited

to&very commonly misspelled words and/Or words that are ,critical to the
. .

u rstanding of a sentence.. Thee list is kept'small so that the time spent

794.
, .

attempting spelling correction, prior to attempting a parse, is kept to a'
.

).

minimum. Remember that the parser has t'he ability to ignore words in the

:input string so we do not want to spend a lotof time correcting a word
.....

that won't be neded in understamding the' statement. .But notice that

certain words 4
.

11.be critical to the correct understanding of a statement..
(5) The spelling correction routines are provided by INTE LISP and were
developed by Teitelman for use in the DWIM facility (Teitelman 1969,1974).
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For example, suppose that the phrase "the. base emitter current of Q3" was-

incorrectly ' {hyped as "the bse emitter current of Q3 ". If "bse" were not

recognized as being "base" the parser would ignor4 it and (mis-)understand

the phrase as "the emitter current of 03", a perfectly acc table but much

different concept.(6) Because of this problem, words like se", which ifs

kgno<red have been found to lead ,to misunderstandings, are considered*

oriticel and their spelling is corrected before any parse is attempteg.

Words that are misspelled are not corrected until the second attempt at

spelling ,correction that is done after a'
4
sta.tement'fails to parse.

Compound words are single cpncepta. that appear in the surface

structure as,a fixed series of More than one word. Their reduction is very

important to the efficient operation of.the parser. For example, in the .

question "what is the 'voltage range switch setting?", "voltage range

switch" iwewritten as the single item "VR". If not rewritten, "voltage"

would be mistaen as the beginning of .a measurement (as in "what is the

voltage at N11") and an attempt would have to be made to parse "range switch

setting" as-a pla4e to
;

meisav voltage. Of course after this failed, the
\\

cprrect parse c'n still be found, but reducing compound-words helps 'to

avoid backtrack ring. 'Ia' addition, the reduction of 'co'mpound words

simplifies thS grammar rules by allowing them to work, with larger

conceptual units. In thii sense, the prepro'cessing can be viewed as a

preliminary bottom-up parse that recognizes local, multi-word concepts.
4

PIPLEMENTATION

Once the dependencies between semantic concepts have been expreised inr

trt! BNF form, each rule in the grammar is encoded (by hand) as a procedure

.in the programming language LISP. This encoding process ithrirts to the

grammar a toe-down control structure, specifies the order of application of

the various alternatives of each rule, and defines the process of pattern

matching each rule. The r4sulting collection of LISP functions constitutes

a-goal-oriented parser in a fashiOn similar to SHRDUU (Winograd 1973), but

without the backtracking ability of PROGRAMMER.

(6) To minimize the consequences of such misinterpretation, the system
always responds with an answer that indicates what question it is
answering, rather than just giving the numeric .answer.
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As has been argued elsewhere (Woods 1970; Wilnograd 1973), encoding the

grammars as procedures -- includilig the notion of process in the grammar --
1

has advantages' over using traditional phrase structure grammar

represeritwations. Four of these advantages are:

1)° the ability to collapse comion part of a grammar rule while still' '

'mainta ning the perspicuity of the srammar. . r

2) the ability 'to- collapse similar rules by passing arguments (a)s< with
SENOR) . . ,

3) the ease of interfacing' other types of knoWledge (in-SOPHfE,' primarily ,
the semantic network) Into the parsing process. .

4) the ability to'build and save arbitrary structures during the parsing I

process. (This ability is sometimes provided by allowing augments on
phrase structure rules.)

Ln. addition to the advantages it shales with other procedural

representations, the LISP encoding has the computational advatage'of being

compilable directly into efficient machine code.. The LISP implementation

is efficient becadse the notion atlprocess it contains (one process doing

recursive descent) is close to that supported by physiCal machines, while

those of ATN and PRObRAMMER are non-deterministic an hence not directly

translatable into present architecture. See (Iurton 1970) ,for a

description of hoW it is possible to minimize this mismatch.)

In terms of efficiency, the LISP implementat ion 'of the semantic

grammar' succeeds admirably. The grammar written in-the INTERLISP dialect

of LISP (Teiteldan 197) can be block compiled. psiini thlS' technique, the'

complete parser takes about 5K of storage and parses a typical-stude nt

statement canisting of 8 to 12 words in around 1,50 millidecends1

V
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Section 4

A NEWFORMALISM -- SEMANTIC AUGMENTED TRANSITION NETWORKS

Using 'the techniques described _in .Section 3.1 a natural languige

processor, capable of supporting the dialogue pres nted'in Section 2, and

requiring less than 200 milliseconds 'cpu tim )per queition, -was

cdnstructed, .addition, %hese same techniques were used to build a

processor for NLS-SCHOLAR (Grignetti et al. 1974; Grignetti et al. 1975)

(built by 'K. Larkin), and an interface to an experimental laboratory for

exploring mfithematics using attribute blocks (Brown and Burton 1978). In

the construction of these varying systems, the notion of semantic grammar

proved to be useful. The LISP implementation, however, was found to be a

bit unwieldy. While expressing the grammar as programs has benefits in the

area of efficiency and allows complete freedom to explore new extensions,

the technique is lacking in perspicUity. This lack.' of perspicuity has

three major drawbacks: (1) the difficulty encountered when trying to

Modify or exten the grammar; (2) the problei of trying to communicate thee i)
extent of the grammar to either a user* a coneaille; (3) the problem of

I ..,
trying to re-Implement thergrammar on a mapyne that does not support LISP.

-These difficulties have been partially overcome by using a second, parallel

representationof the grammar in.a BNF-like specification language which is

the representation- we ave been presenttng toughout this report. This,

however, requires supp rting two difteregt repreisentations of the same

information sand does not really solve problems' (1) or (3). The solution

to this problem is.a)bitter formalism for expressing and thinking about

semantic grammars.

AUGMENTED TRANSITION NETWORKS LOKI

Some years &got\ Chomsky (1957) introduced the notion that the

processes of language generation and language repognition.could be viewed

in -terms of a machine. One of the simplest of such models is the finite

state macbIne. It starts off in its Initial state looking at the fir'st

symbol, or word, of its input sentence and then moves from state to state

as it gobbles up the remaining input symbols. The sentenceis Acnellted. if

the machine stops in one .of its Tinal states after having processed the
.

entire input string; otherwise ---the sentence 'is relented. convenient way

-;25
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(
of representing a finite state machine id as a transition graph, in which

the states correspond to the nodes of the graph and the transitions between

states correspond to its arcs. Each arc is labelled with a symbol whose

agNarance in the input can cause the given transition.

In an augmented transition netwprk,,the notion of a transition graph

has been modihed in three ways: (1) the addition of a recursion mechanism

that allows the labels on .the arcs' to be 4non-terminalsymbols that

correspond to networks; (2) the addition of arbitrary conditions on the

arcs that must be satisfiediln order for an arc .to be followed; (3) .tile

inclusion of a set of structure building actions on Ole arcs, together with

a set of namAs registers for holding partially built structures. (This

_discussion follows closely a similer discussion in Woods (1970) to which

thefr.relder is referred. If title reader is ,familiar with' the' ATN formalism
7
he/she may wish to skip to the section "Advantages td the ATN Formalise.)

Figure 4,1 is a specificatioeof a language for representing augmented

transitionetworks. The spec ficatiOn 'Is given in the form -of an
1

extended, context-free grammar in which alternative ways of forming a

tonstituentare represented'on separate lines and the symbol " +" is used to

indicate arbitrarily repeatable eonStituents. ("+" is used to mean 0 or

more occurrences. While the accepted usage of

mcceptled symbol for 0 or more, 1", has not 'been used o avoid confusion

with the use of thf symbol * in the ATN formalism.) /he non-terminal
0

s mbol -s are lower case English 'descriptions enclosed in adgle brackets.
.\

1 ot4er Symbols, except "+*, are terminals. Non-terminals not given in

Figure 4:1 have names that should be self-explanatory.

It
1 or more, the

.
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I
Figure 4.-1 '

A Language for Repres!nting ATNs

<transition network> := (<arg set> <arc set)-0
<arc set> 1= (<state> earcZ+) .

<arc> :: (CAT <category name> <test> <action + <term act>)\4,0WRD <word>'<test> <action>* <term ac '>)
PUSH <state> <test> <action>+ <term a 0)-

4
m <4=r1usillrl> <test> <action>+ <term act>)

.

.

(VIR <copstituent name> <test> <actlion>+ <term act>)
(JUMP <state> <test> <action>+) t

<action> := (SETR <register> <form> .

SENDR <register> <form>
tLIFTR <register> <form>

HOLD <constituent name> <form>) .

SETF <feature> <form>)
<term act> -2 (TO <state)),
<form> :=LaE7R <register>)

.
.

.* .

GETF <form> <feature>)
BUILDQ <fragment> <register>+) .

WINVWOI> <form>) /

(QUOTE <arbityary structure>) f
The first element- of each arc is a word indicating the type of arc.

For arcs of type CAT, 2iRD and PUSH, the-arc type together with the second

element, correspon* to the label on an arc of .a state transition graph.
v

The third element is an additional test. A CAT (category) .arc can be.
/.

followed, if the current input symbol's a member of the lexical category

named on the arc-, and if the test on the arc is satisfied. A PUSH (network

call) arc causes a recursive invocation of a lower level network beginning

at the state indicated, if the test is satisfied. The WRD (word) asrc c an
.

be followed if the current input symbol is the word named on the arc and if
- ft

the test is saiafied. The TST(teat) r'-c can be followed if the test is

satisfied (the label is 'ignored),. . The VIR arc (virtual arc) can be

followed it a constituent of the named type_ha_s_b_eanplaced 'on ,the, hold

list by a previous OLD action ani the constituent satisfies. the test. In

all, of these arcs, th actions are structure" building actions, and the

terminal acbion/specifi the state to which control is passed as
.

a result

oethe transition. After GAT, WRD and TST -arcs, the input is advanced;

after VIR and PUSH arcs it is not. The JUMP arc can be followed whenevZr

its test is satisfied, control being passed to' the state specLfieed in the

second element of the arc without advancing the input. The POP (return

from network) arc indicates the conditions under which the state is to be

considered a final state and the form of the constituent to be.returned.
A
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The actions, forms and tests on an arc may be arbitrary functions, of

the register contents. Figure 4.1 presents a useful set that illustrates

major features of the ATN. The first three actions specified'in Figure 4.1
.

cause thd contents of the indicated register to be set to the value of'the

indicated form. SETH (set register.) causes this to be done at the current

'level of computatio , SENDR0( (send. register) at the next lower level` of

embedding,, so so that ormation can be sent down during a PUSH, and LIFTRj . , .

(lift 'eedister) at the next higher level of computation, so'that additional
%. .

information can be
,
returned to higher levels. The HOLD action places a'

4

form on the HOLD list to
..

be used'at a rater place in the computation by a

VIR are. SETF (set feature) piovides a means of setting a flo ate of the

constituent being built.
.0.

GETR (get register value)cis a punction whose value is the contents of

thp named register. LEX (lexical item) is a. form whose value is the

current input symbol. The asterisk (*) is a form whose value depends on

the context. of its usA: (.1) in the actions of,4 CAT arc, the value of It'is
...

the root form of the current input word; (2) in the actions of a PUSH

tire', it is the value of the lower computatiA; and (3) in the actions
.

fdi.lowing a4VIR arc, the -value of ,it is the constituent' removed, from the

HOLD list. GETN is a function which determines the value of a specified

feature of the indicated form Xwhie is usually *). BUILDQ is a general

,structure- building form that places"The values of the given'registere into

Lspecified tree fragment. Specifically0 it replaces each occurrence of +

in the tree fragment with the ilontents of one of the registers (the first
. .

register replacing the first occurrence of 4., the second register the

'econd, etc.). In addition, BUILDQ'replaces occurrences of * by the value

of the form *. The remaining three forms make a list out of the specified
. .

arguments (LIST), append two lists:togfther to make a single list (APPEND)
.

and produce as a value the (unevaluated) argument form (QUOTE).
. .

ADVAILTIOES OF PAN FQRMALISM a

The ATN formalism was seriously considered 'at the, beginning of the

-1SOOHIE project, \h.:14 rejected as being too slow.' 'I.11 the course of

developing the LISP grammar,' it became clear that the primary reason for a ..

significant difference in speed between an ATN grammar and, a LISP grammar

- 2 8 -
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is due to the fact that processing t`he ATN is .an interpreted prociss,

whereas LISP is compilable and therefore"th time problem could be overcome

by building an 'ATN compiler. During the period.of evolution of SOPHIE's

grammar, an ATN compiler was constructed (see Burton 1976). Ii the next

section we will discuss the advantages we hoped to gain by using the ATN'

,formalism.

These advantages fall into' three general ateasr (1) conciseness, (2)

concepthal effectiveness and (3) available facilities. By conciseness. we

mean that writing a grammar as an ATN takes lees characters than LISP.

The ATN formalism gains conciseness by not requirtng the specification 4

details in the pan-et1g process at the same level required in LISP. Most of

these differences stemsfry the fact that the ATN` assumes it has a machine
. .

whose operations are desighed for parsing, while LISP assumes it has a

lambda calculus machine. For example, a 4amtrda calculus machine asiumes a

function hal one value. A function call to look'for an occurrence at a

nom-terminal while parsing (in ATN formalism, a PUSH) must return at least

two values: the structure of the constituent found, and the place in the

input wh1re the parsing stopP40: A good deal of-complexity is added to the

LISP rules An order= to majritain the free variable which has to -be

introduced to return the structure of the constituent. Other examples of

unnecessary details 'include the binding of local variables and the

,specificatioc of conroll structure as ANDS, and ORs.

The conciseness of the ATM results in a grammar, that is easier to

- change, easier to- write and debug, easier to underjand, and iTince to

communicate. We realize that concisene.ss _does not necessarily lead to

these results (APL being aprime example in computer languages, mathematics

0 in general being another), however, this. is not a -problem. The
s

correspodens.s ketweep ,he. .grammar miles in LISP and ATN is very' close.

The oncepts which were Cipressec as LISP code can' be expressed in nearly

the same way as ATNs tout in fewer-eymbols.

The second area of improvemett deals with conceptual effectiveness.

Loosely defined, conceptual effectiveness is the degree to which a language,

encourages one to think about problems in the right way. One example of

conceptual effectiveness can be seen by considering the implementation of

case structured rules. (See -Bruce (1975) for a discussion of case

41
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.systems. ) In a typical casestructure rale, the verb expresses the

function (or relation name) and the subject, ;Odle the object. and
,

prepositional phrases expr:ess the arguments of the.function or relatiog'.
4

Let us assume for the purpose of this discussion that .we are .logkiMg. at-
.

four different cases (agent, location, vans, and time) of the verb WO --

Johm went to the store by. car at 10 o 'clock . In a phrase'.structure
.

rule-oriented formalism one would be-encouraged to writel

<statement> r= <actor> <action /verb> <locttion <meAr>,<time>,

Sil4e the last three casescan appear in any order', one moist also write 5
.

other vales:
.

,..

t . ..

<statement> := <actor> <action/verb> <location>.7<time> <meani>

In an ATN one is inclinedoowards:

0.1S14 odfor v,t). SH act/ver

1

.

PUSH

PUSH time

POP .,PUSH means
4

eo

. /
.

which expresses more clearly the case atructure,of the 401§. .There i4S. no. .

reason why in the LISP version of the grammar one courdn't w loops that
J ..

are exactly analogous to the ATN\(the ATN compiler, after
;

produces

' such codel). However, a rule-oriented formalism dOes note encour one to

think this way. An alternative rule implementation kar '''

4 4
.

.<action>:: Sactor><aceion/.q.erb><action1>' . . q
<actionl>:='<actionl><tempbral> .4

<actionl>:: <actionl><locaUon> .

<actionl>:=Jo<actioni>4means>

*
.this is easier (shorter)* to write but it-has the disadya ge of befft -.

. a ,
left-recursive. To implement Lt, one is forced to, write the *L'isp, 3/

,

.,

equivalent of the ATN that creates a difference. ,between the- rule
1

representation' and the actual impioentation: Mise Method 'also his the,`

, '
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disadvantage of introdmcingthe non-terminal action 1> into the grammar.

Another conceptual ady_antage of the ATN framework -is that it

encourages the postponihg of decisions ,about a sentence until. a

differential point is reached; thereby 'allowing tentiallY different paths

to stay together. In the rifle oriented'SOPHIE rammer there are top level,

rules. ror' <set>, a command to change one of -the control settings(and
4
<modify>, a command to fault thd instrument in-some way. Sentence .(1) is a

<set> and-sentence 2) is a <modify>:

(1) Suppose the current control is high.
i2) Suppose the current control is shorted.

The two parse paths for these sentences should be the same foP the ;First

five .words, but they are separated immediately by the rules <set> and ,

<modify>t. An ATN encourages structuring the grammar AO that!ihe decision

bOween <set> and <modify> is.postponed so that the paths remain together.

It could be argued that the fact that this example occurred. in SOPHIE's

grammar is to complaint against top-down'parsing or semantic grammars, or

jU9,t our particular, instantiation of a semantic grammar. We suspect the

latter but argue that rule rePrisentations encourage this-type of behavior.

Another conceptual aid'provided by ATMs is their methodeof-4-andling

ambiguity. Our LISP implementation uses a reburiirs descekt technique

(which can alternatively be viewe as allowing only one process). This

requires that any decision between two 1'oices be made 'correctly because

tare is no way to try out the other choice After the decision'is'madv. At

choice points, a rule -can,.of course, "took aers-A" and gain information on

which to base the decision, similar to elle_stleik7and-see" strategy used by j
Marcus (1975) but there i*.no war. to back Lip'and cemake'a decision or? it '

has returned.

The effects of this can be most easily seen by considering the lexical

aspects of the parsing. A prepass collapses compound words, expands

abbreviations, etc. This allows the grammar Vo bemuch simpler because it

can look es:A' units like "voltage/control" instead of havills to decode the

noun\-phrase "voltiie control". Unfortunately without the ability to handle .

ambiguity, this rewriting can only be done on words that have no othir -

possiblemeaning. So, for, example, when -the grammar-is-extended to handle:
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.(3Y Does the voltage control the current limiting section?
.

tle compound "voltage/control" would have to be removed from the prepass

rulei _and included in the grammar. This reduces the amount of bottom-up

processing that can Ike done and results in a slower parse. It also makes

compound rules difficult to write because all possible uses of the

individual wIds must be considered to avoid errors. Another example is

the use of the letter0"C" as an abbreviation. Depending on context, it

could possibly mean either current, collector or capacitor. Without

allowing ambiguity in the input, 'it. *could not be allowed as an
A,k

, -

abbreviation unless-explicitly recognized by the grammar.

The third general area in which ATNs have an advantage in the

available facilities to deal with complex linguistic) phenomena. While, our

grammar has not yet expanded to the point of requiring any: of the

facilities,- 'the availability of such facilities eannot be ignored as an

argument favoring one approach over another. A priipary examp ],e is the

general mechanism ifor dealing with coordination in English described in.

Woods (1.973a).'

CONVERSION TO SEMANTIC ATN

For the reasons discus above, the SOPHIE semantic' grammar was

re-written in the ATN formalism. We wish to stress here. that tht

re-writing was a process of changing "form only. The content of the grammar

remained the same. Since a large part of the knowledge encoded by the

grammar continues to be semantic in nature, we call the resulting grammar a

"semantic ATN".

Oar
Figure 4.2 pr:esents the graphic ATN representation of semantic grammar

non-terminal .yhich retognizes the straightforward way. of expre'ising

terminal of a part in the circuit -- the base of Q5, the anode of it, the

collector. also shows a simple examp of how the reooditian of

anaphoric deletions can be -captured in ATN 'formalism. By e state

TERMINAL/TYPE, both thd determiner. and the terminal type -- base, anode

have been found. The first 'arc that leaves TERMINAL/TYP1 accepts the
P

preposition that begins the specification of the part. The second arc'

(JUMP arc) corresponds to hypothesizing that the specification of the part-
.
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has been deleted, ae in: "The bass is open.",-- The action on the builds

a )ilace- holding form which identifies the deletion And spe i (from

information associated with thed terminal type which was found)'the classes

of,ebjepts that can fill the deletion. The method for determining the

referent of the deletion remains the same as described An: Section' 3.

Figue

A semantic ATN which recognizes deletion
4

3

t

.)1

1.

POP

The, SOPHIE semantic ATN is compiled using the general ATN compiling

system described in Burton (1976). The SOPAIE grammar provides the

compiling system with...A good contrast to the LUNAR grammar, since it does'.N
. .

not usemany of the potential features. In Cition, a bench mark, of
.

sorts, was available from the LISP implementation of the grammar that could
.

be Used to determine the compOational ust of using the ATN formalism. %
.*.

There were two modifications made to-the compiling sydtem to improve

its efficiency for the SOPHIE application. In the SOME grammar, 4 large"

comb'er \of the arcs. check for the oceurnenceof particular, words. When
. /, ,

s\.ri

ther'e is more than one -arc leavi.ng a. state, the TN formalisM requires

-that air of these arcs be tried, ev4ie if more than e of these is aWRD..
.

arc and an earlier WRD arc has succeeded. This is especiallycostly, since
_ , .

the taking of an a.rc requires the creation, off' a configuration -to try they

remaining arcs. ,In ihOse_ cases,wpensit-is' known that done of the other

arce can succeed, this should be avoided. As-a solution to this ,.problem,
.

I '
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4
the GROUP arc type was added. The GRbUP arc allows a set of contiguous

arcs to be designated as mutually exclusive. The form of the GROUP arc is:t
(GROUP arc1 arc2 1!.. aron). -The' arcs are tried,'. one at antikil,..1!..'until the'

A .

condition's on one 'of the arciliarermet. This arc tt.rs then tAlOnilAnd the
.

' remaining arc's in the GROUP are forgotten -- not tried.' If a PUSH a.rc is

included in the GROUP, it will be taken if its teat is true and the

remaining arcs will not e tried even if the PUiHed for constituent is not
. ,

,
found. For example, consider the following, grammar state:

(S/1
(GROUP CAT A T

S/S/2

.

WAD X T 3
CAT B T (TO S/Ilih)

At most, one of the three arcs will 'be followed. yithOut GROUPIng them

together, it is possible that all. three might be fol,owed if the word X

had intefiks,tations as both,categery A and category B.

The.GROUP arc also provides an efficient Keane of encoding optional

constituents: The normal method of allowing options in AtN Is to provide

an arc that accepts the optional constituent and a 'secon4,arc that jumps to
. -

the nextItate without accepting anything. For example, Jr, in state s/2

the word "very" is optional,'the following two.arCs would be created:-
. .

(s/?
(WRD VERY T (TO REST-OF-S/2))
(JUMP REST-OF-S/2 T))

The inefficiency arises when'the word "Very" does occur. The first.arc.is

taken, but an alternativg configdration that will try the second arc must
. -

be created, and possibly. later explored. By embedding tfiess arcs in a

. GROUP., the alterna tive will'not be created thus saving time and skate., "As .

- .. .
a 31,4-suit, - it' won't have 'to -be explored., possibly saving more time. A

1
. 1

Oarntng should be included here., that the GROUP arc, 'can reject sentences

that might otherwise be accepted.- In our-exampke, "very" may be needed to
- \ .

get out. of the state REST- OF -S /2. In this, respect, the GROUP arc is _a
1 , ,

departiare from the original ATN(philosp.Qhy that arcs should be independent,
. .

and for thit.we apologize. Howev for some applications, the increased

:efficiency can be,critical. 0.
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The other dhange to the compiling system (for the semantic grammar

applicatiori) 'dealt with the preprocessing operations; The preprocessing

facilities described in the list sectlonqincluded: 1) leXical analysis to

extract word endings; ,2),a substitutiorrmechanism to, expand abbreviations;

delete noise wards, and'. canonicali.ze synonyms; 3) dictionary retrieval

routines; and 4),a compound word 'mechanism to collapse multi-word phrases.

For theSOPHIEapplication we added the ability to use the INTERLiSP

44 spelling cbrrection routines and the abilityto'derive word definitions

From SOPHIE''s .semantic net. ,The extraction of :definition-a from the .

4
semantic network for part names, and node nalae4 reduces the size.of the

dictionary and sitplifies the operations of changing circuits. In

addition, a mechanism balMd, MULTIPLES was developed that peftits string

substitution aithin the input. This is similar to the notion of

compounding, 'but differs in that a 'compound rule creates ani-alternative

lexical Itel while the Multiple rule creates a different lexiea.l item.

After the application of a compound rule, there is an additional edge in

the input chart; after a multiple rule, tbe_effectis the same as if, the

user had typed in a different,stning.

Anziwess

The one aspect of the LISP implementationt that his not been
n 1 i

(AP

.incorporated into the ATN framework is fuzziness, the ability to ig, re

words in the °input. While we have not orked out the deteil , the
N.

non - determinism provided by ATNs lends itself t an interesting approach.

In a one-process -- recursive descent -- implementa .Lion, the rule that
.

.

checks for a word must decide (with information passed down from higher

'-rula34, whether' to try skipping O. word, or give up. The critical
.

infor:mation that is. not available when this decision has to be made is
.

whether. or. not there is another, wparse..that would use that word. In the

ATN,-it is possible to suspend a parse and come back to it_after all other

paths have been tried. Fuzziness could be implemented so that rather than

skip a word and continue, it can skip a word and suspend, waiting for the
. .

other parses to fail or suspend. The end effect may well be.that sentehces

are alit ed to get fuz,gier because there is -no danger of missing the

correct parse.
_ .
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS

The original motivation for changing to the ATN *as its perspicuity.

As Winograd (1973) has pointed out, si ple'gramiars are perspicuous in.
.

almost any formalism; complex gl-ammars are still complex in any formalism.

We fgund the ATN formalism much easier'tb think in, write in, and debug.

The examples of redundant processing that were presented earlier in this
. .

section were discovered while converting to ATN. For a. gross compdrison on

conciseness, the ATN grammar requires 70% less otaricters to express than

the LISP `version.
,

. ., ..

ICS
The

i

efficiency results were surprising. Table.4.1 vies eomparit

Ittimings between the LISP version and tine ATN clatiled version. As can b -.

seen, the ,ATN version takes less than twie as- much time. This was

pleasantly counter-intuitive, as 'we expected'ihe'LJSP version to be much

fa$ter due to the amount of hand optimization that had been done while

encoding the grammar rules. In presenting the comparison timing, it should

be mentioned that there are three differences between the two -systems that
. .

,

tended to favor the ATN vencton. (The exact extent to which each_of these

differences contribdted is difficult to gather statistics on due to the

block compiler which gains' efficiency by hiding interpal workings. The

-exact contribtitien each, could certi-tnly .be determfned but was not deemed
.

worth the effort.) One difference was the lack of fuzziness in the ATN

version. The LISPversion spent time testing words other than the current

word, looking aheadhead to see if it were possibletto skip this word, which was

not done in the.ATN version. The second is the creation of,categories r-
,

words during the preprocessing in the A?N version that reduced the amount

of time spent accessing- the semantic net and hence reduced the timq
.4

required to perform a category membership test in the ATN system. The

third was the simplification of the gramthar and increaPe in the am,ount of

bottom -up processing that could be done because of the ambiguity allowed'in

the input chart. In our estimation, the lack of fuzziness is the only

differenbe that may 'have had a significant effect, and this can be included

explicitly in the ATN in places, where it is critical, by using TST.arcs and

suspend actions, without a noticeable.. increase in processing time. In-.

conclusion, we are very pleased with the results'of the compiled semantic
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ATN and feel that the ATN compiler7vekes the ATN formalism computationally

efficient enough to be used in real systems.

Tablelqt.1

Comparison of ATN vs 4ISP Implementation

Times (in seconds) are "Orspase + "parsing"

1) What,is the output voltage?

LISP -1024
+
+
.033
.018

r.

=
.0
.081 42

AIN -
44,

2) What is the voltage between' there'and the base. of Q6?

kir--.63g8++.10==.i317

3) Q5?

kir--.6W++.0n16=2.0936

4) What is the output voltage when the voltage control is set to .5?

1.ife--At5++.6i18.ft.Olit3
5) If Q6 has an-open emitter anda shorted base collector junction . what

happens to tbe voltage between its bad* ald the junction of the vantage
limiting section and e voltage. reference source?

0
LISP - .266 + .188 = .394
ATN - .259 + .090 a .349

11, "

1P
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Section 5

When e began developing .a natufal languaga processor for an

instructional environment, we knew it had to bell) fast, (2) habitable,

and (3) self-teaching and 4) able -to deal with .amkiguity. The basic

c'bnclusion that has arisen from the work presented here is,that it is
.s.

1'0851J:de to satisfy' these constraints. The notion 'of s emantic grammar

-(presented in Section 4) provides a paradigm for organizing the knowledge
.

required in the
o
understanding process that permits efficieft parsing. In

additibn, .semantic grammar aids the habitability by.providing insights into

a useful class or dialogue constructs, And permits efficient handling of

such phenomena as pronominalizations and ellipses. The need for a better

formalism for expressing semantic grammars led to the use of Augmented

Transitio9 Netwbrks (presented in Section 4), The ability. of the

AIN- expressed semantic grammar to satisfy the above stated requirements is

demons fed in the natural language .front-and for the SOPHIE system.

A point that needs tole stressed is that the SOPHIE system has been

(and is bkg) used by uninitiated students in experiments to determine' the

pedagogical effectiveness of its environments. While much has been lepAred
. .

about the problems of using a.naturdl language interface, these expekments

. were not "debuggine sessions or the natural language component. The

natural language' component has unquestionably-Lmsached a state at Which it

can be conveniently used to faciaita3,*-.1earnirfg about electronics. In this

section, we will describe the experiences of students using the natural

language component, and present some ideas on handling erroneous inputs.

IMP/ESSIONS L EXPERIEWCES AND` OBSERVATIONS

As mentioned in the introduction, students are 'very unskilled, at

paraphrasing their thoughts. Thi s same, inability to perform linguistic

-paraphrase carried over to the actual' interaction with SOPHIE via

terminal% Whenever the system did not accept a query, there was a marked

delay before' a student tried again. Sometimes the student would abandon

his'line of q tioning completely. At the same time, data collected o-ger

amen"( sessions ndicated that there was no-standard -- canonical way to
-1

phrase a qistion. Table' -5.1 provides some examples of the range. of

phrasings us d by students to ask for the voltage at a node.
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Table 5.1
Sample Student Inputs

The follOwing are some of theL input lines typed by students with the Intent
of disdoverink the voltage are node in the circuit.

What is the voltage at node 1?
What is the voltage at the base °fg
'How 'much voltage at N1O?
And' what is the voltage at N1? 0
N9?
V at the neg-sA,e'of C6?
V11 is?
What is the voltage from the base of transistor Q5 to ground?
What 1r-et N16?
Coll. of Q5?
Node 16 Voltage?
What is the voltage at pin 1?
Output?

As -Table 5.1 shows, students are likely to conceive of their quvstionsin

,many ways and to express each of these conceptions' in any of several

phrasiigs. Yet- other experiences indicate that they lack the ability to

easily convert to another condeptualizatioh or phrasing. Since the

non-acceptance of qamtions creates a major interruptiori inothe student's

thought process11, the`a44.eptance of many different paraphrases is critical

to,maintaining flow in the stuslent's problem solving.

, Another 'interesting phenomenon that occurred during sessions was the

,hhange'in the linguistic behavior of thi students as they used the system.

Initially, queries were stated as complete English questions, generally

stated in templates created by ,the students from the written examples of
\-

sessions that we had given. them. /f
e
they needed to ask iometVing that did

not exactly fit one of their templates, they would try a minor variant. A*

they became more familiar with the mode of interaction, they began to use

abbreviations, to. leave out parts of 'their questfons and, in general, to

assume that th'e system.yas following their interaction. After five hours

of experience with the system, almost all of ,one student's queries

contained abbreviations and one in six depended'on thelontext establishgd

by .pfevious statements.
,

FEEDBACK - WHEN THE GRAMMAR FAILS
0

From our experiences with students using' SOPHIE, we have been

impressed with the importance of providing feedbaCk to unacceptable. inputs

-- what to do when the orstem doesn't understand an inpilt. While it may

- 3 9 sib
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app'ear that in a completely habitable system all inputs would to

understood, no sysAem has' 'ever 'attained this goal and none will in the

foreseeabl;,! future. To be natural to a nailie user, an intelligent System

should act intelligently when it, fails too. The first step tQwards having

a system fail intelligently is the identification of possible areas of

error. * In student's use of the SOPHIE system, we have found the following

types of errors to be. common:

(1) Spelling errors and mis-typiogs "Shortt the CE og Q3 and opwn its
-base"; "What Is the vbe Q5?"

(2) Lhadvertent omissions - "What is theBE of Q57" (The user left out the
quantity to measure. Note that in other contexts this is a well formed
question.)

(3') Slight misconceptions that are predictable - "What is the output of
transistor Q3? (The output of a transistor is not defined); "What
is the current thru node 1?" (Nodes are places where voltage 'is
measured and may haze numerous wires associated with them); "What is
R9?" (R9 is a resistor); "Is Q5 conducting/6 (The-laboratory section
of SOPHIE gives information that is directIriavailable from a real lab
such as currents and voltages.)

(4) Gross misconceptions whose underlying meaning is well beyond designed
system capabilitie's - "Make the output voltage 30 volts"; "Turn on the
power supply and tell me how the unit functions"; "What time is it ,1'.

The best technique for dealing with each type of error is an open problem.

In the remainder of this section, we will discuss the solutions used in the

.SOPHIE syste to provide eedback..

The use of a s elling correction algorithm (b5rrowedkfrodi INTERLI'SP)

has proven to be a satisfaOtory solution to tyfos and misspellings.

During one student's session, spelling correction was required on, and

resulted in proper understanding of, 10$ of the questions. The major

failings of the- INTERLISP algorithm are the restriction on the size of the

target set of correct Ads (time increases linearly with the number of,-'

words) and its failure to corect run-on words. (The time required to
t

determine if a word may be two (possibly misspelled) `words run together

increases very quickly 1iith the length of the word and the number of

possibly correilt words. With no context to restrict the possible list of

words,. the computation involved is prohibitive.) A potential solution to

both shortcomings would be to use the context of the parser to reduce the

possibilities when - it reaches the unknown word. Because of the nature of

the grammar, this wollea.alldU semantic context as well as syntactic context

- to be used'.
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Of course, the use of any spelling correction procedure has some

dangers. A word that is spelled correctly but that the system.doesn't know

may be changed through spelling correction to a word the system does know.

For example if the system doesn't know the word "top" but does know "stop",

a user's command to "top everything" can be disastrously misunderstood.

For this reason, words -like "stop" are 'not spelling corrected.

Our solution to predictable misconceptions is to recognizethem and

give error messages that are directed at correcting the misconception. We

are currently usingtwo different methods of recognition. One is .to loosen

up the grammar so. that it accepts plausible but meaningless sentences.

This technique provides the procedural specialists called by the plausible

parse el-140h Context to make relevant coMments. For example, the concept

of current through a node is accepted by the grammar even though it is

meaningless. The specialist that performs measurements must then .check its

arguments and provide feedback if necessary:

>> WHAT IS THE CURRENT THRU NODE 4?

Ti s current thru a node is not meaningful since by Kirchoff's law
the sum of the currents thru any node is zero. Currents can be
measured thru parts (e.g. CURRENT THRU C6) or terminals
(e.g. CURRENT THRU THE COLLECTOR OF Q2).

Notice that the response to the question presents, some examples of how to
.

measure the currents along wit6f that lead into the mentioned node.

Examples of questions that will he accepted and are relevant to the

yA

student's needs are among the best possible feedback.

The second method of recognizing common misconceptions is to '!key"

feedback off single words or groups of words. In the following examples,

the "keys" are Iv and "turned on". Notice that the response presents a

general characterization,of the violated limitations as well as suggestions

for alternative lines of, attack.

>> COULDQ1 OR Q2 BE SHORTED?

I can only handle bne question, hypothesis, etc. at a time. The'fact
that you-say 'OR' indicates that you may be trying to express two
concepts in the same sentence. Maybe you can break yourstatement
into two or more simple ones.

0
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>> IS THE CURRENT LIMITING TRANSISTOR TURNED UN?

The laboratory section of SOPHIE is designed to provide the same
elementary measurements that would be available in a real lab. 'If you
want to determine the state or a transistor, measure the pertinent

1..._.o.urrents and voltages.

These methods of coping with errors hava proved to be 'very helpful.

However, they require that all of the misconceptions must be predicted and

programmed for"in advance. This limitation makes them inapplicable to

novel situations.

'The most severe problems a user has stem from ()Missions and major

misconceptions errors. After a simple omission, the user may not see that

he has left anything out and may ,conclude that the system doesn't know

that concept or phrasing of that concept. For example when the user types

"What is the BE of Q5" instead of "What is the VBE of-Q5?", he may decide

that it is unacceptable because the system doesn't Ballow "VBE" as an

abbreviation of "base emitter Voltage". For conceptual-errors, the user

may' waste a lot of time and energy attempting several rephrasings of his

query, none of which can be understood because the system doesn't knot/ tie

concept the user is trying to express. For exampld, no matter how it is

phrased, the system won't understand "Make the output voltage 30 volts"

becadse measurements cannot be diFectly changed, only controls a.9d

specifications of parts can be changed.

The feedback necessary to correct both of these classes of errors must

identify any concepts iq the statementthit are understgod and suggest the

range of things that can be done to/with these concepts. This may helpothe

user see his omission or may suggest alternative conceptualizations that

get at the same information (for extmple, to change the output voltage

indirectly by changing one of the controls) 'or at least provide him with

enough information to decide when to quit.

7--

o
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FURTHER RESEARCH AREAS

Section 6

The SOPHIE semantic grammar system is designed for a particular

context -- trouble shooting -- within a particular domain, namely,

'electronics. It represents the.iompilation of those pieces of,knowledge

which are general (linguistic) together with, specific domain, diPendent

knowledge. In its present form, it is unclear whic'h knowledge belongs to
4

which area. The development ofsedaneic grammars for other applications

and extensions to the semantic iiiimmar mtchankism to 'include other

understood linguistic phenomena, will, clarify this distinction:* 4

,While the work presented in this report has dealt -mostly 'on one area

of application, the notion of semantic grammar al a method of integrating

knowledge into the parsing process 'has wider applicability.
fa-4°

a'ternative applications of the technique have been completed. One deals

with 'simple sentences in the domai n of attribute blocks (Brown and Burtbn

1978). While the sublanguage accepted in-'the attribute blocks environment

is very sim ple, it is noteworthy that within the semantic grammar paradigm,

a simple grammar was quickly developed that greatly, improved the

flexibility of the input language. Thee other completed application deals

with questions about the editing system NLS (Grignetti et al. 1975). In

this ep1lication,0 most questions dealt with editing commands and their

argddents, and fit,nicely into the case frame notion mentioned in Section

4. The case frame use of semantic gramdar is being con sidered for, and may
wink

have its greatest impact on; command languages. COmmand languages are

typically..base ceptered aroundAthe command name that riquires additional

arguments (its cases). The combination ,of tfie semantic classification

provided by the semantic grammar and the representation of case rules

% permitted by ATNs should go a long way towar4s reducing the rigi dity of

complex command languages aUctril"-those required for message processing f

systems. The combination should also be a good representation for natural Y

-language systems in domains where it is possible to develop a strong_

underlying conceptual space, such as management information systems

(Malhotra/1975).

O
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CONCLUSIONS
I

In the course of thin chapter; we have described the evolutiop of a

natural language front --end. from keyword beginnings (to a system capable of

using complex linguistic knowledge. The guiding strand. has be' the
utVIzation of semantic information to :produce efficient, natural language

processors. There were several highlights.that.represent noteworthy points

in the spectrum of useful natural language systems.. Toward the keyword end

of the scale,` the procedural encoding technique ,with fuzziness -(Section, 3)-

allows` simple natural language input to be accepted withoilt introducing the

complexity of a new formalism. Enco ing the rules as procedures allowed

flexible control.oF the fuzziness and t e semantic nature of rules

provides the correct places to take vantage of.the flexibility. As the

language covered by the system become more complex, the,additio'nal burden

of a grammar ..formalism will more than pay for itself in terms of ease of

development and reduction in complexity., The ATN compiling 1

system allowi

for the consideration of "the ATN -formalism by reducing_itS runtime cost,

making it. comparable to a direct procedural.encoding. The natural language

front end now used by SOPHIE is constructed by compiling a semantic ATN.

As the linguistic complexity of the language( accepted by the system

'increases, the-need for more syntactic,knoyledg 'in, the gramm r becomes

greater. Unfortunately, this often- work t cross Purpose with the

semantic character of the gramAr. It wouf nine to . hale a gefieral

,grammar for English -syntax that could "'used to preprocess sentences;

however, one 'is not' forthcoming. A geneffil .solUti:On= to the .prohlem of

'incorporating semantics with the current itate, oe f inoomPlete knowledge of..
.....-

syntax remains an open research p blem.' In the foi.e sable future, any

system will have to be an engineering trade4off_b fween comi4exity and
.0-

*7

generality on one hand and efficiency andhabit lit/ the other. We
.

.

haie presented several- techniques that are ,riit*Xe bargains in this
lit

. .: 4 '.
trade-off.
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